CONVERSION FACTORS, INCH-POUND TO METRIC (SI) UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
2. During the early 1970's, an explosive "foxhole"* digging aid was procured and field tested. This device relied on a small shaped charge to prepare an emplacement hole for a small cratering charge. The cratering charge loosened the soil, reducing the effort required to excavate it with hand tools. This device is no longer in production because of unacceptable reliability and other problems, such as acoustic and visual signatures. In October 1977, a meeting was held at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, to review previous work and to redefine requirements.
As an invitee, the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) was provided an opportunity to present an alternative approach to the problem (Appendix B, meeting announcement and minutes).
Preliminary investigation into the meeting's stated purpose
clearly indicated the potential for a new research effort, which could significantly delay introduction of an acceptable item into the field.
It was also apparent that this effort would be directed at a two-shot kit having a shaped charge and a cratering charge. During the short time available between notification and the meeting, it was decided to undertake an effort to see if the task mgtbe acopihduigexisting equipment and demolitions, with the hope that the outcome could serve as a "quick fix," or might simply be included in appropriate an acceptable degree of reliability.* An alternative to the shaped charge is hand-augering of a pilot borehole for charge emplacement. The charge size can be chosen to suit soil conditions and the size of emplacement desired. The disadvantages of hand-augering are that it takes more time and effort and may be impossible in extremely rocky or frozen soils; however, the shaped charge also performs poorly in rocky or frozen soils.
5.
Weight and bulk are additional considerations. Infantry and airborne soldiers, who are most in need of a rapid entrenching device, are penalized by additional tools or equipment that must be carried.
6.
Finally, the capability to prepare a position with maximum safety and minimum notification to the enemy is an important consideration. The loud noise from above-ground explosions limits the usefulness of a shaped charge for this purpose. The shaped charge also creates a missile hazard during detonation.I Objectives 7. Test objectives were: a.To explosively construct an individual dug-in position that would provide immediate protection to the individual soldier, and which could be improved with time to approach the dimensions of the field-manual foxhole. Initial desired hole dimensions were 4 ft** in surface diameter and 3.5-ft depth.
b. To restrict total weight of explosive and additional equipment to 4 lb. (Figures 1 and 2) show that, for the soil conditions at the test site, a charge on the order of 1-lb TNT or less could be expected to create a crater with the desired 4-ft diameter when detonated at a depth of about 1.5 to 2.0 ft. To obtain the additional depth needed for the foxhole, it would be necessary to add one or more charges below the first charge. Obviously, the simplest workable design was the most desirable; hence, the two-charge concept came into being. The second charge would necessarily be near containment depth, usually taken as -3.5 ft/lb 1 /3 . Figure 3 illustrates this concept. While some advantage might be realized by placing a delay between the two charges, this was eliminated from consideration as an unnecessary complication, and also because delay caps are not common to military demolitions.
Thus, the simple concept of a simultaneous two-charge geometry formed the basis for the testing of various combinations of charge weights and depths to establish an optimum design.
Auger Design Concept 9. In order to avoid the necessity for a new piece of equipment, it seemed desirable to adapt an auger to the soldier's entrenching tool.
This approach minimizes weight, bulk, and development time. The length of the auger is determined by two factors:
(1) charge depth of burial (DOB) requirements, and (2) the design of the entrenching tool. The folded length of the entrenching tool is approximately 9 in., therefore, the best length for the auger sections would also be 9 in. The handle of the tool without the spade attached has a usable length for borehole 
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10
. As a result of the tests (discussed later), the total length of the auger was determined to be 36 in.; this meant an adapter length of 26.9 in., rounded to 27 in. This conveniently breaks down into three 9-in. sections. The center section needs to be universal to allow additional sections to be added from other kits for special applications requiring deeper emplacement holes. The pipe was l/2-in.-ID and i/2-in.-OD steel welded together to make the female end. The total weight of the extension was 2.39 lb. This could be reduced significantly by using the same alloy the entrenching tool is made from and by reducing the thickness of the bit, which, in its present form, is stronger than necessary.
12.
It is envisioned that the original nylon carrying case (current issue is a plastic case) could be modified by sewing a pouch to the outside face into which the three extensions could be inserted. Photographs of the entrenching tool and auger adapter are contained in Soil moisture was not measured during the conduct of these tests, but was estimated at 18-22 percent at the surface. 
4.
.11& crater re- 
1.15 ft and the expected true depth (bottom of loose soil) becomes 3.86 ft.
17.
A deviation from the normal procedure occurred in Phase 2:
boreholes were excavated using a 4-in. auger. This was done to permit side-by-side placement of the TNT charges where necessary, and thus to avoid possible cratering degradation due to elongated charges. In this way, charge length-to-diameter ratios were kept below 1.5. It is not felt that this deviation affects the results of recommendations. a.
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PART 111:
TEST RESULTS
Auger Performance
24. As would be expected, the auger performed best in moist, fine-grained material such as that found at the BBTS and Harry S. Truman
Reservoir. In these locations, the borehole could be completed in about 3 min. This could be increased to 15 min where moisture content was low -less than 10 percent -and the soil dense. At Yuma Proving
Ground, the dry, granular soil would run off the auger and was difficult to remove from the borehole. Pouring water into the borehole during boring improved this situation. Some soft, friable rock resembling caliche was encountered, but penetration was achieved, with boreholes being completed in 20 to 30 min. The poorest performance was recorded in gravelly to rocky soils, such as those found at Fort Greely and Fort Leonard Wood. In the coarse gravel of Fort Greely, more than one attempt was usually necessary to achieve the desired depth, since the auger could not bypass the larger particles. When frozen (tests were conducted in both summer and winter), it was not possible to achieve 26. Table 2 contains results of the double charges. In reviewing these, several general observations may be made.
a. Overall, the best results were obtained when the top charge was smaller than the bottom charge. The optimum ratio top: bottom appeared to be about 1:2.
b.
The best camouflet was obtained with a I-lb lower charge, with D ; 2.6 ft . 
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discuss ion
Charge placement 27. The auger adaption performs well in many "ordinary" soils, but may be unsuitable in soils with a high gravel content, especially when such soils are frozen.
Whether it offers any improvement in performance over the shaped charge concept could be resolved by a time-andeffort study involving the construction of foxholes by these methods.
It does, however, offer an explosive method of foxhole construction with a relative low signature (noise and flash); this, too, could be quantified in side-by-side experiments. It also has some flexibility not available in the shaped-charge method in that the augered hole depth can be adjusted to suit the charge and soil conditions.
28.
If the method developed in this study is adopted, further work is needed.
a. Charge size/placement combinations should be more carefully examined in a variety of soils.
b. The auger design should be examined with an eye toward reducing its weight (perhaps by using a lighter metal alloy) and strengthening its connections. Consideration should be given to an adapter that would allow it to be power driven when a power source might be available.
Explosive design
29. While purposely excluded from this test, the idea of a delay between charges has merit.
Presumably, the upper charge should fire a few milliseconds before the lower charge for best results. For placement in the hands of nonengineer troops, a precut detonating cord with built-in delay would probably he best. range of condi tions.
It is deserving of conditional adoption for addit ional Study.
Recommiendat ions
3. It is recommended that the foxhole construction method of this study be published in appropriate literature (e.g., Field Manuals 5-15, 5-34) as an expedient technique, perhaps illustrated as in Figure 12 .
It would require fabrication of an auger at unit level. 44-- Purp.ose: To discuss a proposed new requirement for a foxhole digging aid.
Simtnar-: An agenda of the conference is attached as Inclosurc 2. Inclosure 3 contains infonnation presented by Mr. Smith in describing anticipated per-.rformance of the three devices discussed and their physical characteristics.
A prejection was also made, estimating tie size device required to meet tile proposod recuirenent as originated by the 82nd Airborne Division.
Technical, operational and logistical problems, imlications and proposed solutions were discussed in detail. CVT Woodhury talked briefly about a nroposal to com' ine an auger with the entrenching tool and use of available explosives for the cratering charge. It can generally be stated that the following points were agreed upon:
1. 'ic standard item (officially the FAplosive Kit, Foxhole Digger but also referred to as the EL-4) is not satisfactory for use in perna frost, does not produce an instant foxhole, but is useful in loosening the soil to ma':c manual digging much easier.
Little is known about the general acceptance of the FL-4 because
troops have never had the opportunity to work with it.
3.
Tie 82nd Airborne's stated requirement is for an application under unique conditions and is not appropriate or representative of the average infantry'man's need.
The introduction of new, larger, or heavier items of equipment for
individual use was viewed with great concern.bccause of the currently ovcrburdened logistical system.
B4;
The demonstration 'as an attempt to show the effects of various weight cratv'rin charges placed at optimnui depths, as determined by past experimental progran;s.
The soil conditions were not representative of a broad average, hence, results were quite misleading and not worthy of consideration.
Operational firing of the last remaining EL-4 produced expectcd results; no ianeliate hole but an area of well pulverized soil approximately four feet in diameter and three feet deep. The soil was very dry, gravely and hard.
Proi.osed Action: The following course of action was agreed upon, initially falli.g basically in Mr. Abbott's area of responsibility:
1.
Request procurement of a minimn of 2S00 star. Cratering Charge (1IBX-6) 254 gm. 1. The user must decide whether or not there will be a requirement to satisfactorily operate in permafrost. Permafrost is very difficult and an item that will perform satisfactorily will cause an "over-kill" in almost aii other situations.
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Performance -Ft Churchill
2. The wide variation in soils makes it v~ry difficult to design a device to perform within the narrow limits specified for a foxhole. A compromise must be worked out between the user and the designer, producing an item that will provide minimum protection under the most difficult conditions.
An example is contained in the Technical Characteristics approved as a part of the 29A9 OMR for a similar item (EL-4). The specific numbers should be reexamined for today's environment.
3.
It should be made clear whether or not the device is to produce an instant foxhole in a specified time, or whether some manual removal of soil is expected. One approach might be to produce the minimum hole instantly, followed by manual spoil removal to produce the desired foxhole.
4. The user should examine his requirement for a one-shot device. Considerable bulk, length and cost and reliability are associated with this requirement v&l a two-step device.
5.
Irrununity to small arms initiation should realistically be limited to insurance that neither the shaped charge, nor the cratering charge will be initiated. Protection against.burning of the rocket propellant (if present), 
